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There are many known asymptotic estimates for the expected number of K-level
crossings of an algebraic polynomial a q a x q a x2 q ??? qa x n with normally0 1 2 n
distributed coefficients. The present paper provides the estimate for the expected
number of such level crossings when the coefficients are independent identically
Cauchy distributed random variables. Using a numerical approach we show that in
 .the interval y1, 1 by increasing K the number of K-level crossings decreases,
’ .while outside this interval this number is invariant, as long as K s o n . Since the
Cauchy distribution does not belong to the wide class of distributions of domain of
attraction of the normal law, the polynomials with Cauchy distributed coefficients
are interesting as they indicate the behaviour of polynomials for distribution




jP x , v ' P x s a v x , 1.1 .  .  .  .n j
js0
  .4nwhere a v is a sequence of independent identically distributedj js0
 .random variables defined on a probability space V, A, Pr . Denote by
n .  .  .N a , b ' N a , b the number of real roots of the equation P x s KK K
 .  .in the interval a , b and by EN a , b its expected value. It is knownK
w x w xthat, see, for example, Kac 5 , Bharucha-Reid and Sambandham 1 , and
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w xthe recent work of Wilkins 9 for normally distributed a 's with meanj
 .  .  .zero and variance one, EN y`, ` ; 2rp log n q 1 as n ª `. For0 ’ . w xa non-zero K such that K s o n , Farahmand 2 shows that
 .  .EN y`, y1 q EN 1, ` asymptotically remains the same as for theK K
 .  . case of K s 0, stated above, while EN y1, 1 reduces to 1rp log n qK
.  .24  .1 r K q 1 . This result, together with EN y`, ` , gives a better under-0
standing of the behaviour of the family of curves representing the set of
 .polynomials 1.1 .
However, very little is known concerning this behaviour when we depart
from the normal distribution for the coefficients. For K s 0, Ibragimov
w x w xand Maslova 4 consider a case that contained those studied by Kac 5, 6
and others. They assumed that a 's belong to the domain of attraction ofj
 . the normal law and obtained the same asymptotic estimate 2rp log n q
.  . w x1 for EN y`, ` . Also Logan and Shepp 7 and recently Farahmand and0
w xSmith 3 show that for the Cauchy distributed coefficients
EN y`, ` ; 0.741284 log n q 1 q 0.279650. 1.2 .  .  .0
Since 0.741284 ) 2rp s 0.636620, this shows that there are more real
zeros for the polynomial with Cauchy distributed coefficients than for that
with coefficients belonging to the domain of attraction of the normal laws.
This increase could have resulted from greater spreading out of coeffi-
cients in the Cauchy case compared to the normal case. Therefore, in
order to understand the effect of this spread of coefficients on the curves
representing the polynomial with Cauchy distributed coefficients, it is of
 .special interest to seek an asymptotic value of EN y`, ` for this case.K
First, in Theorem 1, we present a formula for the expected number of
K-level crossings of the algebraic polynomial with Cauchy distributed
coefficients. Then, Theorems 2.1 and 2.2 represent the results of Theo-
rem 1 in a form that is easily applicable to obtain the results numerically.
Using the latter approach we show for this type of polynomials and for K
’ .not larger than o n ,
2EN y1, 1 ; Cr2 log n q 1 r K q 1 q 0.279560, 1.3 .  .  .  .  . 4K
and
EN y`, y1 j 1, ` ; Cr2 log n q 1 q 0.279560, 1.4 4 .  .  .  .  .K
where, as before, C s 0.741284. This property of reduction of the expected
 .number of K-level crossings in the interval y1, 1 , as well as its invariance
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w x  .outside this interval, corresponds to that of 2 , stated in 1.2 . Indeed, the
 .  .factor C and the constant 0.279560 in 1.3 and 1.4 correspond to those
of the expected number of real zeros of polynomials with Cauchy dis-
w x w xtributed coefficients, see, for example, 7 or 3 . We prove:
THEOREM 1. If the coefficients of a , j s 0, 1, 2, . . . , n, ha¨e a commonj
  .4  < <.characteristic function E exp iza s exp y z , then for any constant K thej
 .expected number of K le¨el crossings of P x satisfies
2
n j 2 2 u y j x q K u .n1 dx  5b js0
EN a, b s log du. 1.5 .  .H HK 2 2n j 2 2x2p a 0  u y j x q K u . 4js0
THEOREM 2.1. Let
G a, b , h , l, m .
s 2b log b y 2d a log a y 2 b y a .a0
2 2q b log 1 y lrbh q mrh .  . 4
2 2y d a log 1 y lrah q mrh .  . 4a0
2 2a y lrh q mrh .  .
q lrh log . 2 2 5b y lrh q mrh .  .
bh y l ah y l
q b y a log h 2mrh arctan y arctan , .  .  5 /  /m m
1.6 .
p p
j ja ' a p , x s x , b ' b p , x s jx , 1.7 .  .  . p p
js0 js0
g s a y 2a , z s b y 2b , d s the Kronecker delta,m n n m m n n m i j
2 2 < <I s G m , m q 1, g q K , g z , z K , 1.8 . .1m m n m n m n m n
ny1
I x s I x , .  .1 1m
ms0
and
J x s G 0, n , a 2 q K 2 , a b , b K . 1.9 .  . .1 n n n n
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Then
12EN 0, 1 s 1r2p 1rx I x y J x dx. 1.10 4 .  .  .  .  . .HK 1 1
0
 .THEOREM 2.2. Let G a, b, h, l, m , a , b , g , z and d be definedp p m n m n i j
 .  .as in 1.6 to 1.8 , and let
I x .2 m
2 2 22 n n n< <s G m , m q 1, g q Kx , g z q n Kx , ng y z Kx , .  .  . .m n m n m n m n m n
ny1
I x s I x .  .2 2 m
ms0
and
2 2 22 n n n< <J x s G 0, n , a q Kx , a b q n Kx , na y b Kx . .  .  .  . .2 n n n n n
Then
12EN 1, ` s 1r2p 1rx I x y J x . 1.11 4 .  .  .  .  . .HK 2 2
0
 .Since the distributions of a and ya j s 0, 1, 2, . . . , n are the same,j j
 .  .  .corresponding to a root of P x s K in 0, ` there is a root of P yx s K
 .  .  .in y`, 0 . Therefore EN 0, ` s EN y`, 0 and we confine ourselvesK K
 .  .to non-negative values of x. Hence from 1.10 and 1.11 we have
EN y`, ` s 2 EN 0, 1 q EN 1, ` 4 .  .  .K K K
12s 1rp 1rx I x q I x y J x y J x dx , 4 .  .  .  .  . .H 1 2 1 2
0
and the double integral for the expected number of level crossings appear-
 .ing in 1.5 has been reduced to a single integral, which, after a small
modification due to a singularity of the integrand at x s 0, can readily be
evaluated by numerical methods.
2. PROOF OF THEOREM 1
 .We first look at the random algebraic polynomial 1.1 as a non-sta-
tionary random process, and therefore are able to use the Kac]Rice
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w x  w x.formula 5 see also 8 for the expected number of K-level crossings.
`b
< <EN a, b s dx y p K , y dy , 2.1 .  .  .H HK x
a y`
 .  .where p t, y , is the joint density function of P x and its derivativex
 .  .P9 x . Since the coefficients a j s 0, 1, 2, . . . , n have Cauchy distributionj
  .4  < <.and therefore possess the characteristic function E exp ita s exp y t ,j
y` - t - `, we can use the Fourier inversion formula to obtain the joint
 .probability density function in 2.1 as
n` `1
j jy1< <p K , y s exp yiKz y iyv y x z y jx v dz dv . . H Hx 2  /y` y`2p . js0
Use has been made of the fact that, since the a 's are independent, thej
 .  .joint characteristic function of P x and P9 x is
n
j jy1< <E exp izP x q iv P9 x s exp y zx q jv x . 4 .  .  /
js0
 .  .  .In order to evaluate p K, y , let v s xn , z s yun , A x, u ' A u sx n
n < < j  .  .  . u y j x , and B x, u ' B u s i Ku y yx . Since the Jacobian ofjs0 K
< <this transformation is xn and since x is non-negative we have
` `x
< < < <p K , y s n exp n B u y n A u dn du 4 .  .  .H Hx 2
y` y`2p .
` `x
s n exp yn B u q A u 4 .  . .H H2
0 y`2p .
qexp n B u y A u dn du 4 .  .
`x y2 y2s B u q A u q B u y A u du. 4  4 .  .  .  .H2
y`2p .
2.2 .
< <  .  .Now we evaluate the integral of y p K, y over the interval y`, ` . Tox
 .this end we first evaluate the integral on the interval yTrx, Trx . This
will enable us to justify the interchangeability of the order of integration.
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 .We let T ª ` to obtain the result. Therefore from 2.2 we can write
Trx
< <y p K , y dy .H x
yTrx
`x




F A s du . H 2
yTrx B u y A u 4 .  .
y yTrx
s q dyH 2 2 5
0 iKu q iyx y A iKu y iyx y A .  .
21 T T iKu y A .
s q q log .2 2 2 5T y Ku y Ai T q Ku q Aix iKu y A q T .
 .We substitute this in 2.3 to obtain
Trx
< <y p K , y dy .H x
yTrx
`
2 21 2T 2T
s qH2 2 22 2y`2p x iKu y A q T iKu q A q T .  .  .
2 2iKu y A iKu q A .  .
qlog q log du2 22 2 5iKu y A q T iKu q A q T .  .
1
` `s G K q G yK , 2.4 4 .  .  .y` y`22p x .
where
2T 2 iK q A9bbG K s 1 y u du. . Ha 2  52 iKu q Aa iKu q A q T .
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The above integral could be evaluated by noting that, for
n n
j ja ' a s x and b ' b s jx , n n
js0 js0
A s a u y b for all u G n and A s b y a u for all u - 0. Therefore
2T 2b0
`G K s du . Hy` 2 2y` iKu y a u q b q T iKu y a u q b .  . 4
`
22T b
y duH 2 20 iKu q a u y b q T iKu q a u y b .  . 4
q Gn K .0
b b 2
ns log q G K .02 2 /iK y a b q T
2
b iKu q a n y b .
q log . 2.5 .2 2 5iK q a iKn q a n y b q T .
`  . `  .  . n .Now we can substitute G K and G yK in 2.4 . Since for G K ,y` y` 0
 .  .lim in 2.3 can be taken inside the integration, from 2.5 taking theT ª`
limit as T ª `, we obtain
`
< <y p K , y dy .H x
y`
x 2b yiKn q a n y b
s log2   /a y iK b2p .
n 22b iKn q a n y b K q AA9
q log q 4n y 4 u du .H 2 2 5 /iK q a b K q A0
The integral on the right hand side can be evaluated by parts. Also
separating the real and imaginary parts of the first two terms shows that,




< <y p K , y dy .H x
y`
2 2 21 ab a n y b q K n .
s log2 2 2 2 52 xp a q K b
2 Kb Kn
2 2 2yn log K n q A n q arctan 4 . 2 2  /a n y ba q K
n
2 2 2q2n q log A u q K u du . 2.6 4 .  .H
0
 .To complete the proof of Theorem 1, since the denominator of 1.5 is
 .equivalent to the last term of 2.6 , we need to evaluate only the numera-
 .tor of the term that appears in 1.5 to show that it is equal to the first four
 .  .terms of 2.6 . The numerator of 1.5 is
n 2 2 2log a u y b q K u du . 4H
0
2 2 2n ab b K
2 2s log a q K u y q du .H 2 2 2 / 52 2a q K0 a q K .
b 2K 22 2 .nya br a qK2 2 2s n log a q K q log z q dz , 2.7 .  .H 2 2 /2 2 a q K .ya br a qK
 2 2 .  .where z s u y abr a q K . Now the integral in 2.7 can be evaluated
and by a little algebra we can show
n 2 2 2log a u y b q K u du . 4H
0
ab b 222 2s n log K n q a n y b q log . 4 2 2 22 2 5a q K K n q a n y b .
2bK Kn
y 2n q arctan2 2  /b y a na q K
 .  .which together with 2.6 and 2.7 proves Theorem 1.
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3. PROOF OF THEOREM 2
 .Proof of Theorem 2.1. In the derivations of the formula for EN 0, 1K
 .and EN 1, ` several integrals are of the formK
b 2F a, b , c, e, f s log cu q eu q f du. .  .H
a
This evaluates to
G a, b , h , l, m .
s 2b log b y 2 ad log a y 2 b y a q b y a log h .  .a0
2 2q b log 1 y lrbh q mrbh .  . 4
2 2y ad log 1 y lrah q mrah .  . 4a0
2 2a y lrh q mrh .  .
q l log 2 2 5b y lrh q mrh .  .
bh y l ah y l
q 2 mrh arctan y arctan , 3.1 .  . 5 /  /m m
 2 .1r2where h s c, l s yer2, and m s 4 fc y e r2. As shown in Farah-
w x n < < jmand and Smith 3 ,  u y j x can be written as z y ug , whenjs0 m n m n
 .m F u F m q 1, where g and z are as defined in 1.7 . Nowm n m n
2n
mq1 j 2 2< <log u y j x q K u duH  5 /m js0
mq1 2 2 2s log ug z q K u du . 4H m n m n
m
2 2 < <s G m , m q 1, g q K , g z , z K .m n m n m n m n
s I x . .1m
Also
2nn
j 2 2log u y j x q K u du . .H  50 js0
n 2 2 2s log ua y b q K u du . 4H n n
0
s G 0, n , a 2 q K 2 , a b , b K s J x . . .n n n n 1
 . ny1  .The theorem follows by letting I x s  I x .1 ms0 1m
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Proof of Theorem 2.2. From Theorem 1 we have
2n j 2 2¡ ¦< <` n1 1  u y j x q K u .js0~ ¥EN 1, ` s log du dx. 3.2 .  .H HK 2 2n j 2 2¢ §x2p 1 0  u y j x q K u . .js0
After replacing x by yx and multiplying the numerator and denominator
2 n  .by x , 3.2 becomes
2 2n nyj n¡ ¦< <n n1 1  u y j x q Kux . .js0~ ¥log du dx.H H2 2 2n nyj n¢ §x2p 0 0  u y j x q Kux .  . .js0
Summing over n y j instead of j and replacing u by n y u, the inner
integral becomes
2 2n j 2 2 n¡ ¦< <n  u y j x q K x u y n . .js0~ ¥log duH 2 2n j 2 2 n¢ §0  u y j x q K x u y n .  . .js0
2 22 2 nn ug y z q K x u y n .  .m n m ns log du.H 2 22 2 n 50 ua y b q K x u y n .  .n n
Now it is easy to show
mq1 2 22 2 nlog ug y z q K x u y n du .  . 4H m n
m
mq1 2 2 2 2 n 2 2 ns log u g q K x y 2u g z q nK x  .  .H m n m n m n
m
qz 2 q n2K 2 x 2 n du4m n
2 2 2 n 2 2 n < < 2 2 ns G m , m q 1, g qK x , g z qnK x , ng yz K x .m n m n m n m n m n
s I x . .2 m
Also
2nn 2j 2 2 nlog u y j x q K x u y n du .  .H  5 /0 js0
2 2 2 n 2 2 n < < 2 2 ns G 0, n , a q K x , a b q nK x , na y b K x .n n n n n
s J x . .2
 . ny1  .Theorem 2.2 follows by noticing I x s  I x .2 ms0 2 m
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4. NUMERICAL DEVELOPMENTS
 .  .The numerical integrations to evaluate the integrals in 3.1 and 3.2
are carried out using the NAG library subroutine DO1AJF, which is an
adaptive subroutine able to cope with the large variation in the integrands
as x ª 1 when n is large. Before using the subroutine the singularities in
the integrands have to be removed. For small x,
1rx I x y J x 4 .  .  .1 1
y12 2; K q 1 y4 log x q 2 log K q 1 y Kp q 4K arctan K , 4 .  .
and
1rx I x y J x ; y4 log x . 4 .  .  .2 2
 2 .  .So 4r K q 1 log x is added to the integrand before calculating EN 0, 1 ,K
 2 .to which 4r K q 1 must then be added. A similar modification is made
 .when calculating EN 1, ` .K
 .The inverse tangents in 3.1 must be evaluated separately, rather than
combining them by the usual trigonometric formula, since doing the latter
would, in some cases, be equivalent to failing to place the value of one or
 .both in the correct quadrant. Since m in 3.1 is non-negative in all cases,
each inverse tangent will be in the first or fourth quadrant, depending on
the sign of the numerator of its argument. Table I, for selected odd and
even values of K and n, gives the result of the calculations for both
 .  .  .4EN y1, 1 and EN y`, y1 j 1, ` . The first entries for each K andK K
 .  .  .4n are of EN y1, 1 and the second of EN y`, y1 j 1, ` . From theK K
table it is apparent that, for any given n, as K increases the first and
second entries behave differently. This, therefore, confirms that two differ-
 .ent formulae are needed to explain the behaviour of EN y1, 1 andK
 .  .4EN y`, y1 j 1, ` . Motivated by the result obtained from polynomi-K
w xals with normally distributed coefficients and K s 0 in 2 and Cauchy
w x  .distributed coefficients with K s 0 in 7 , stated 1.2 , it is natural to seek
the numerical values for




Er y1, 1 s EN y`, y1 j 1, ` y Cr2 log n q 1 4 .  .  .  .  .K K





n 0.001 0.1 2.5 4 7 10 12
22 1.440 0.885 0.495 0.327 0.179 0.114 0.089
1.441 1.414 1.377 1.343 1.285 1.239 1.213
61 1.808 1.234 0.812 0.612 0.406 0.296 0.248
1.809 1.799 1.784 1.769 1.742 1.717 1.701
100 1.989 1.411 0.982 0.774 0.553 0.428 0.371
1.990 1.983 1.974 1.965 1.948 1.931 1.920
275 2.362 1.779 1.344 1.129 0.893 0.753 0.685
2.362 2.360 2.356 2.353 2.346 2.340 2.335
800 2.756 2.173 1.735 1.518 1.277 1.132 1.060
2.757 2.756 2.755 2.754 2.752 2.749 2.748
1550 3.001 2.417 1.979 1.761 1.519 1.373 1.300
3.002 3.002 3.001 3.000 2.999 2.998 2.997
2000 3.096 2.511 2.073 1.855 1.613 1.466 1.393
3.096 3.096 3.096 3.095 3.094 3.093 3.093
TABLE II
 .  .Errors in 4.1 and 4.2
K 0.001 1 2.5 4 7 10 12
 .Er y1, 1 0.0001 y0.0707 y0.0931 y0.0460 0.0614 0.1527 0.2048K
c y0.7 .Er y1, 1 4.8 = 10 y0.0008 0.0021 0.00334 y0.0059 0.0084 y0.0101K
 .c  .  .where y1, 1 stands for y`, y1 j 1, ` . Table II, for selected values
 .of K shows how small these values are, and therefore the validity of 1.3
 .and 1.4 is justified. The variation of the errors is due to its functionality
to K or n or both, and is too small to be of interest here. Also the size of
 .Er y1, 1 for K s 12 should not cause any concern as we know theK ’ .  .formula 1.2 is of interest for K s o n , and therefore for this value of
K we expect a larger error.
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